one had known that since the Finnish delegation had gone
to Moscow peace was at least likely. Then hints of Soviet
Russia's terms had filtered through, and they were thought
to be impossibly severe. Even when I got the news in
Stockholm last night that a settlement had been reached,
it was thought that the demands had been modified. But
in the end, far from it—they are worse. You know what
they are by now9 and you Ve only got to look at the map
of Finland to see what they mean. And then compare them
with the original terms of November last year, and you
must realise that the most heroic war that I suppose has
ever been fought against terrific odds, has been fought In
vain ; has resulted in yet another small country being
crushed by a powerful neighbour.
Think of the brilliant victories which the Finns have
won, fighting their own specialised guerilla warfare :
Suomussalmi, Salla, North Ladoga—and realise that It
was only where they were up against insuperable numbers
on the Isthmus, In a totally different kind of warfare, that
the defeat came. Think too, of the terrible destruction
all over the country. Think of the countless refugees who
have left the country.
The total Finnish losses In this war are estimated at
between ninety and a hundred thousand men—a staggering
figure when you consider that the entire population of the
country Is under four millions. Of this casualty total,
no less than thirty thousand fell on the Isthmus during
the last month,
I wish I could really describe what Helsinki Is like
to-day—the saddest day this country has ever known. All
day long the radio is blaring. M, Tanner, the Foreign
Minister, spoke a short time ago, I was in the Press room
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